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SPANISH ARMS AND ARMOR IN THE SOUTHWEST
by the late
F. S. CURTIS, JR.'
A study of Spanish arms and armor in the Southwest
is one which presents a number of difficulties, this for
several reasons of which not the least is the small amount
of actual material still in existence, especially on the armor
side, .as armor plates were all too easy to cut up and fabrL..
cate into other articles, once their original usefulness was
at an end. A further hindrance to accurate statement is
the peculiarity of technical terms and the loose use of them
by early Spanish writers. Translators have often added
to the maze by failure to grasp the proper significance of
technic.al expressions which are capable of several interpretations and on the whole the subject matter available
is in a rather painful state of disorder.
The present paper is more an attempt to start the work
of clearing up the disordered conditions of our present
sources and general information that to state categorically
the actual arms and equipment of any given person on any
specific occasion. It is, in all probability, by no means so
free from error as a strictly scientific monograph should
be, and it is to be hoped that such errors as may occur will
arouse not only comment but authoritative correction and
a more extended discussion of the subject.
The plan of the work has been to divide the Spanish
1. Mr. Curtis had prepared this paper for the history section of the State
Educational Association, at its meeting in Santu Fe, Nov. 4·6. It was read at the
November nleeting of the Society, by his colleague, Mr. BOBworth.-The editors.
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occupation into three periods, that of the Exploration and
Conquest, that of Revolution and Reconquest, and that
from, 1693 to 1821, here called for convenience the Final
Period. Within each period the subject matter has been
divided into five groups, those of Swords, Staff-Weapons,
Projectile Weapons (a designation applying only to guns,
after the First Period), Helmets, and Armor, with a slight
discussion of Artillery added, that branch of the military
service having failed regularly to become of any real importance in the scope of our inquiries.
In each of the three periods such actual historical
specimens as still survive have been examined so far as
available, contemporary documents referring to armament
taking second place and in such cases as were covered by
neither type of information conclusions have been drawn
from the general history of arms and armor during the
period in question or, in some cases, slightly before it, a
reasonable allowance being thus made for the delay in
transmitting a knowledge of the latest improvements to
points so far removed from their source.
Of actual equipment of the various expeditions in the
Period of Conquest we know unfortunately little, since the
members not only were markedly more able with sword
than with pen but have not even left us many of the swords.
As would naturally be expected, the Coronado expedition
is much better documented than most, and the Onate Entrada is best and most fully described of all, though even
in the latter case our authors might very well be more
specific in the information given.
Of Coronado's cavalry Mota Padilla is our clearest
informant, telling us that they were "armed with lances,
swords and other hand-weapons, and some with coats of
mail, salades, and beavors, some of iron and others of rawhide, and the horse with bardings of native cloth." Of
the infantry he says, "There were 60 crossbowmen and
arquebusiers, and others with swords and shields." He
also states that the expedition had six pedreros, or small
cannon, but does not consider it worth while to remark
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further on these weapons, a valuation of them which was
probably quite accurate.
This account, while one of the best, really tells us surprisingly little of Coronado's forces after all, and does
present several interesting problems. What, if any, was
the armor of the infantry? And there is very little indeed
in the contemporary writers on the same subject that will
help us at all toward an answer of any of these questions.
A general survey of the whole field of arms and armor in
the sixteenth century, however, enables us to fill in the
gaps of Padilla's account and to answer the questions he
suggests with a fair probability of reasonable accuracy.
Coronado himself and his chief officers. probably went
into battle clothed in full armor which covered them from
sole to crown, discarding the less important portions while
on the march and at all times protecting themselves by
cloaks from the effects of the sun shining upon their steel
cuirasses. The battle-helmet was probably used very little
except when action was imminent, being replaced by a
broad hat that was secretly reinforced by steel bands as
will presently be shown.
For arms they had swords, daggers and lances, a!ld
very possibly made use of the dag or wheellock pistol, perhaps of the wheellock carbine as well, though the use of the
matchlock is by no means likely because of the inconvenience of its use on horseback.
The cavalry, as we have seen, certainly had swords
and lances, and the reference to other "hand-weapons"
may mean pistols as well, and quite certainly includes daggers as these were an almost invariable adjunct to the
sword. That they wore the snlade type of helmet is a certainty, thanks to Padilla, and he also is an authority £01'
their "coats of mail;" but what exactly does that phrase
mean?
Originally the term "coat of mail" meant a coat or
shirt of chain mail covering the wearer from neck to knees.
This garment, however, had many disadvantages, and had
been superseded long before Coronado's time - at least
in military circles - by a coat of plate or cuirass. This
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defence was commonly, though erroneously, called by the
name of its predecessor, a usage perhaps not unreasonable,
as it served the same purpose, but certainly confusing to
one in search of really accurate knowledge. Even the term
"coat of plate" is not as accurate as might be desired, for
in the documents dealing with Onate we several times discover that a man in a "coat of mail" was also wearing
cuishes or thigh-armor. To presume that Coronado's cavalry were similarly equipped is by no means unreasonable,
anf if we add to the picture the protection for the arms
which seems always to go with the use of cuishes we have
them outfitted in what is technically known as three-quarter armor, covering the wearer from neck to knee, from
which point heavy jack-boots completed the protection.
The horses are clearly stated to have been protected
by bardings, or long, loose draperies which hung from
the saddle and harness and furnished a partial protection
against arrows and lance-thrusts, and it is not improbable
that the horses of the officers had additional protection,
on forehead, chest and croup, from steel or leathern plates.
We have already learned that the infantry were armed
with crossbows and muskets, and some with swords :md
shields, and it is almost a certainty that the pike, the great
standby of European infantry could hardly have been absent, while the halberd, the bill and the poleaxe, mentioned
by Villagra as part of Onate's equipment, must almost
necessarily have been included in that of the earlier expedition. In regard to the armor of the infantry we are
left very much in the dark, the equipment of Fulano de
Tal" and Juan Comosellama being invariably of very little
consequence to anyone who wrote of heroic deeds and noble
personages, so that in this portion of the field we are pretty
well reduced to conjecture and deduction. These uncertain
turns offer us two answers in respect to armor, and of the
two both may very well be correct, as army equipment in
those days was by no means thoroughly standardized, either
2. A Bit of the author's dry humor.-Senor "So and So" and "Juan What's
his namc,·'-Ed.i.tors.
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as to branches of the service or even as to undivided companies.
The question of helmets is relatively simple, as the
m.orion and the pikeman's pot were in almost universal use.
In Europe the infantryman was, when possible, equipped
with a leather jerkin, a steel corselet, and (depending from
the latter) a pair of tuilles, steel plates which hung almost
to the knee. The New World, however, had invented a
different type of armor which, for New World conditions,
afforded very effective protection. This was a coat of
tightly-quilted cotton, covering the wearer to the middle of
the thigh, and effective to a large extent not only against
the piercing effect of arrows and lances but also against
the crushing blows of clubs and stone-hammers. The
Spaniards found this type of armor in use among the
Aztecs, and it is hardly to be doubted that its advantages
in lightness, mobility and relative coolness caused its adoption to a considerable extent. So great an authority as
Charles F. Lummis speaks of its use by the Spaniards,
and the probability that at least some of Coronado's infantry wore it is reasonably strong.
The artillery of the whole First Period was fearfully
crude, inaccurate and undependable, and in general more
effective in its terrifying sound than in its actual destructive power, though Villagra does report an instance, in
the great Acoma fight, where a ped1'cro liberally loaded with
spikes did very respectable execution.
Onate's expedition is, in general, by far the best documented of the First Period, but unfortunately the careless
terminology of the writers has, from our point of view,
spoiled or made very difficult much of what they tried to
convey. Onate's contract specifies a large number of militiary articles to be provided, among which we find leather
shields, lances, halberds, coats of mail, cuishes, helmets
with beavors, horse-armor, arquebuses, swords, daggers,
complete corselets" - i. e., suits of full armor - warsaddles and leathern jackets, and his competitor, Don Pedro
Ponce de Leon offers, in addition, steel shields and cross-
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bows. We also lp.arn from the papers of De Leon that flint
arquebuses were used in the Indies, and that matchlocks
were waning in popularity. Dr. Santiago del Riego, in a
letter to the King regarding Onate's expedition, says of
the cavalry that at least every other man is to have helmet
and beavor, a coat of mail with cuishes, horse armor and
harguebus. Vicente de Zaldivar is mentioned as having
charge of seventy arquebuses, thirty muskets (probably
match-lock), a hundred coats of mail, a hundred pair of
cuishes and fifty leathern jackets or hides for making them.
The manifest of personal property taken by Don Luis de
Velasco adds little to the list of major military articles,
but is interesting in its mention of such minor ones as
powder-horn, priming-horn, screws for drawing defective
charges, bullet-molds, and keys for winding up the locks
of the wheellock arquebuse, (an item which has evidently
puzzled translators because of the change in the modern
use of the term "llwue."
From the wHole mass of detail furnished we may assemble the conclusion that the officers were armed and
armored much as those of Coronado, and that the cavalry
too, had changed little from the earlier day except as to
being armed with arquebuses. As to the infantry we are
again left in the dark, the probability being that this arm
of the service in Onate's expedition was made up chiefly of
Thascalan Indians. Villagra, in Canto XXVII of his "Histlascalan Indians.. Villagra, in Canto XXVII of his "History" gaves a fairly complete summary of the weapons memtioned by the other writers quoted, but even he, complete
and even verbose as he generally is, has nothing to say of
the infantry.
The accompanying plates recapitulate and illustrate
the material dealt with up to this point, and to some extent clarify the meaning of the terms used.
In Plate I we have a group of swords of the 16th century, numbers 1 and 4 being used by the infantry numbers,
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2 and 3 by either mounted or dismounted officers and requiring a certain knowledge of fencing to be managed effectively.
Plate II show a group of staff weapons, so called
because affixed to the end of a staff five to eight feet long.
Number 1, a halberd, was in theory a very dangerous weapon, as it offered possibilities of attack with the cutting
edge, the hammer, hook or spike opposite the blade, and
the pike-point at the t0p. In practice it survived longer
than some of its contemporaries, but was outlived by both
the lance and pike, illustrated by numbers 3 and 2 respectively. Both of these latter were used for the thrust only,
but the lance was for the use of cavalry while the pike was
purely an infantry weapon. Numbers 4 and 5, the poleaxe
and bill, were :also for dismounted men. Designed to crush
and shear through armor, both were exceedingly heavy
and developed great force in the hands of a skilled bearer,
but that fearsome individual had to be allowed liberal
elbow-room when in action or friends were likely to suffer equally with foes.
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Plate III shows a series of projectile weapons which,
in date of invention, cover a great span of centuries yet
all saw use together during the First Period of our discussion. Numbers I and lA, crossbows, represent the
chief projectile weapon of the European continent throughout the Middle Ages. Bow number I was cocked by the
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oddly designed lever shown beside it, while IA submitted
to the slower but more dependable process of tension produced by the crank and roller shown, the bow being held
upright by placing a foot in the stirrup provided for the
purpose. Both Yv'eapons shot the short, heavy "bolts" exemplified by IE and IC, the former being especially interesting because of replacing the fragile feathering by narrow vanes of leather.
Number 2 on this plate, the matchlock, is one of the
first successful types of gun. The piece having been loaded
from the muzzle, the pan at the right side of the breech
was primed with fine powder which was then jarred into
the flash-passage by a slap of the hand and the piece was
then ready to fire. The firing was accomplished, as it is
to this day, by a pull of the trigger, but in the case of the
matchlock the descending hammer carried actual fire, namely the lighted end of a slow-match (the slack dropping
around the gunstock or being carried in the musketeer's
hand), resultant explosion occurring with reasonable certainty inside about fifteen seconds.
Numbers 3, 4 and 4A show the next stage in gun-invention, the wheellock gun together with an enlargement
of its peculiar lock and the key which was used to wind
it. The first step in the manipulation of the wheellock
was the same as in its predecessor, to ram powder and ball
down the muzzle, and similarly the second was to prime the
pan and set the priming. Next, however, came an operation peculiar to the wheellock, that of winding. The key
was fitted to the square stem projecting from the center
of the wheel and a powerful spring on the inner side of
the lock plate was wound to full compression. The key
was then removed and the weapon was ready for action
as soon as the hammer was cocked.
The wheel was either notched or grooved all along its
circumference, and as may be seen, it projected into the
pan. The pull of the trigger not only snapped the flint held
in the jaws of the hammer down on the edge of the wheel
but also released the coil-spring so that the wheel revolved
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against the flint \\lith great rapidity and force, insuring
a plentiful shower of sparks and a fairly quick and certain
explosion. Needless to say there was occasionally more
explosion than was bargained for, owing largely to uneven
powder and an undue optimism as to how big a charge the
piece would carry, to say nothing of a shocking liberality in
the number of bullets to a single charge. Villagra records
the use of four slugs to the load only because a careless
comrade of the shooter happened to receive all four in his
person, while the real wonder worthy of record is that the
gun remained intact.
Number 5 shows the wheelock or dog pistol, similar
in mechanism to the gun, but of even clumsier design, yet
adjudged a "soveraygne defense in sodayne onfall or surprysall, whanne 2 dagges maye well save thee thye lyfe
twyse over ere a rappier canne bee drawne."
Plate IV shows the headgear of the First Period, nUffi-

sber I being the armet, or close-helmet, used by the
light, fairly comfortable, and provided with a
visor. Numbers 2 and 2A are the helmets of the
2 being a salade with beavor and 2A a burgonet.

officers,
movable
cavalry,
3 and 4
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are, respectively, a morion and a pot-helmet (or pikeman'spot), both largely infantry armor, but not disdained by
officers on light duty. The favorite headgear of the officer
at his ease, however, was the reenforced hat shown
at No.5, where the protection - no less effective because
concealed - was furnished by an iron b&nd encircling the
head to. which were affixed two more, one crossing the
head from front to back and one from side to side, all well
padded and sewn firmly inside the castor.
Plate V shows the full, the three-quarter, and the half

>@t

~
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suits of armor, the last supplemented by a leathern jacket
and the addition of tuilles. The three-quarter suit was
also pieced out with leather, as the boots were of that material, furnishing a protection lighter than the greaves and
sabbatons of the full suit and of reasonable effectiveness.
By the time our Second Period is under way conditions in Europe had changed to such an extent that armOl"
was rapidly fading from the picture, not so much from
the development of firearms as from the introduction (by
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the Great Gustavus) of the tactics of rapid movement and
the average soldier's perennial distaste for lugging around
any more than he had to. For the European soldier this was
no doubt all very well; his enemy behaved according to
rigidly fixed rules, moved on easily predictable lines, and
there was seldom a marked inequality between forces that
the weaker body 6:ould not quickly offset by retreat to a
friendly city-fort. For the Spaniard in the Southwest the
situation was, however, not the same. His chief enemy
fought according to no rules at ~all, moved in a fashion
absolutely impossible to foretell from one minute to the next
and with a speed that the Spaniard could never hope to
equal except in dreams, besides which the Spaniard was
always in the minority and the distance between fortified
places was always extreme. The Spaniard, then, still
needed armor, and the testimony of 1680 tells us that he
needed it very badly indeed. Armored against the Indian
arrows and equipped with firearms the Spaniard could still
cut his way through swarms of Indians, as the garrisons
of Santa Fe and Isleta showed, but, when caught without
a reasonable supply of both, the success of the Revolutionists elsewhere shows on'what the Spanishstrenbrth depended,
not that the Spaniards are at all backward in stating the
facts in the case, either for Otermin's papers are full of references to the scarcity of both armor and arms as
well as the poor condition of what little was available, and Garcia's main reason for abandoning Isleta
was the hope of meeting the supply train from Old Mexico
with its store of arms and munitions. Even the recapture
of a miserably few lances and leathern jackets from the
besiegers of Santa Fe was a matter for comment on Otermin's part, and well it might have been, for a statement
laid before him later, :at the camp of Salinetas, reveals that
out of some 2500 persons present only 36 men were provided with armor while most had not even leathern jackets;
a sword and musket were the arms of most of the 155 men
who were considered "fit for service" and of that poor
array many of the muskets are reported as broken and
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dangerous to shoot. To describe the equipment of the troops
by branches of the service was probably as much a problem to poor Otermin as to a more modern writer, for it
was very evidently a case of every man making the best
of ,,,,hat he had, the cavalryman trusting his tottering
steed to last out the day, the infantryman nursing his
broken gun with strips of rawhide, the offirecrs encouraging their men with smiles frozen on their faces while they
fingered their rosaries in prayer for courage to carryon,
and everyone thinking of the armor and weapons that the
Indians had captured.
Of the expeditions made by the governors between
Otermin and De Vargas we know very little on the equipment side except for the fact that on his first attempt at
reconquest Otermin supplied somewhat the lack of armor
of the conventional pattern by making some from boiled
ox-hides, an ancient process which had been obsolete for
years. That some of the European improvements had
reached this country we may infer from the more frequent
mention of artillery. Of the equipment of De Vargas, also,
we know little specifically, though we know in general that
his troops were considered well fitted out for their work
and consisted chiefly of cavalry.
For the period in general we may fairly safely say that
the cavalry wore headpieces - usually the morion - body
armor ranging from three-quarter to the cuirass alone,
and heavy leather gauntlets and boots, the officers being
dressed much like the men and all armed with lance, s\vord,
musket and possibly pistols. Infantry seem to have worn
the cuirass and leathern jacket with morion or reenforced
hat and carried pikes, halberds and muskets, the flintlock
having pretty well superseded both match and v/heellocks.
Shields were still used by both mounted and dismounted
troops, being an excellent defense against aITOW3.
Plate VI reveals the fad that the swords of the period
were rather monotonously similar, all running to the double
-edged blade, the cup guard and considerable length.
There was little distinction between swords for military
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use and those for ordinary wear, or between the cavalry
sword and that of the dismounted man. The first four
illustrated all belong to this more or less standardized type,
while the fifth, a horseman's blade, differs more in size and
elaboration than in any essential detail.

I

At the top of Plate VII we have the head of a lance
(drawn from a specimen in the collections of the Historical
Society) and a halberd, these two articles being very llearly the only staff-weapons in common use in the Second
Period as the infantry had pretty generally abandoned the
pike, etc., for the bayonet, though the halberd was retained
as the designation of the sergeant. Number I :is a flintlock musket and number 2 a pistol of similar mechanism,
9
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number IA showing the singular type of lock common to
both and characteristic of the period. Both weapons were
loaded from the muzzle and primed at the pan, after which
the pan-cover was shut down. The piece being cocked and

the trigger pulled, the flint held in the jaws of the hammer
flew upon the frizzen (the rectangular piece rising at right
angles to the pan-cover), forced open the pan and struck
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a shower of sparks into the priming. That the jaws of
the hammer sometimes served a purpose not originally
intended we learn from the Otermin documents,. in one of
which it appears that an Indian prisoner showed some ,reluctance towards telling his captors ,,,hat he knew of the
Revolution. The governor, anxious for this man's testimony, ordered a gun to be brought, and, the flint being
removed, the thumb of the recalcitrant Indian was placed
in the jaws of the hammer. A few turns of the tightening-key removed the reluctance of the witness, and the length
of his deposition would suggest that he had no desire for
a repetition of his experience.
The flint blunderbuss shown in Number 3 is not certainly of the period in question, the lock in particular, with
its mechanism chiefly concealed, varying sharply from
that in the pieces previously considered. The general
blunderbuss type however, was already well known and
peculiarly useful at short range because of the rapid spread
of a large charge of projectiles, and there can be little
doubt that the blunderbuss was known and used here before the 18th century. The spring bayonet illustrated'
was a common and useful addition to both blunderbuss and
pistol and was folded back along the top of the barrel.when
not in use.
It may be added here that the Historical Society of
New Mexico is particularly fortunate in owning a number
of guns of the type shown in 1 and 2. Especially characteristic of its origin and era and practically unknown
outside the Spanish sphere of influence, remarkably easy
to construct, fit and repair, this weapon and its lock are
almost an embodiment of the Spanish colonist from the
Pueblo Revolution to the 19th century.
Plate VIn shows such armor of the Second Period as
was developed in that era, much armor having, beyond a
doubt, continued in use from the previous epoch as well.
No.1 is a morion of somewhat more effective design than
that previously shown, and was used by both mounted and
dismounted troops. No.2, a suit of half-armor, gives pro-
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tection to the upper arm and thigh as well as the body,
the lower arm being covered by elbow-length gauntlets of
heavy leather and the lower leg by. boots of similar con-
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struction. No. 2A is half-armor in its simplest f.orm, consisting of breast and back plates only, and protecting only
the most vital organs of the body. No.3 is a leathern jacket, reenforced at the shoulder and equipped with lacings
at the waist to give a tight fit and so prevent folds or
wrinkles in which the point of a weapon might catch. No.
4 is a shield or target, made of leather and studded with
brass nails. Metal shields of a similar pattern were also
used to some extent, but were less popular as giving little
more protection to offset the greater weight.
The last period to be considered is not only long but
one full of change. Enumeration of all the changes that
occurred would be unduly tiresome, but a brief survey of
the more important ones is relevant to the problem in
hand. The sword worn with civilian dress became lighter
and lighter, and the use of the edge was more and more
discarded for that of the point until we have the smallsword or court-sword, and at last the civilian abandons
the sword entirely. The military sword, on the other hand,
becomes somewhat shorter and much curved and we have
the sabre, using the edge almost exclusively and well adapted to unskilled use. The lance becomes slightly shorter
and considerably lighter, and the pike vanishes from most
places but is retained where poverty is a governing factor,
as in our Southwest. The Historical Society has, also, a
most interesting proof that the bill had not entirely disappeared, as a Spanish type of sickle, shaped much like
the bill, in the collections in the Governors' Palace is so
constructed as to be easily available for use as such a weapon. Home-made lances also were constructed here, the
author having an excellent example the blade of which
shows signs of having been originally a file. The author
also owns a stone-headed club much of the type used by
the Indians, which, according to the former owner, was
commonly used by the local Spaniards in fighting the Navajoes and Comanches. The flintlock continued to reign as
the weapon of the regular forces, but towards the end of
the period the cap-lock or percussion-lock gained favor
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among civilian users, while the militia in New Mexico had
recourse to bows and arrows to an extent not inconsiderable, Kendall, in his account of the Texas-Santa Fe Expedition, mentioning them several times. Armor, too, was
gradually disappearing, but that it was in use here to some
extent may be reasonably supposed when we learn that in
the American Period teamsters ha9ling hay along the military road from the Valle Grande to Santa Fe wrapped
cowhides about their bodies as a defense from the arrows
of raiders.
On the whole, any attempt to picture the military
equipment of this Final Period in any fixed or even orderly
manner would be almost impossible. While regular troops
had a fairly definite requirement to meet, New Mexico
had few regulars, and the militia seem to have armed
themselves as best they could, their weapons belonging to
all periods and many sources, as many of the flint and
percussion guns of this era were imported from England
and Belgium, as well as a few from the United States.
Artillery, which had been brought by Napoleon to a state
of efficiency not greatly exceeded until after our Civil War,
was of little use in the type of fighting common in the
Southwest, and there seem to have been very few pieces
here.
Plate IX shows rather clearly the sword development
in the Final Period. Numbers 1 and 2 are already lighter
than the earlier swords; number 3 is a curious half-way
marker, the portion nearest the hilt being wide to give
strength in parrying and the lower two-thirds of the blade
being very narrow to give lightness and mobility. Number
4 is the true small-sword, triangular in section, weighing
barely a pound and using the point only. Number 5 is the
heavy, rather clumsy sabre common to the first half of
the Final Period, and number 6. a sabre of the latter half,
is an example of the increasing tendency towards lightness
and mobility.
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Plate X shows the final group of staff weapons. Number 1 is the homemade lance already mentioned. The staff
/~

I
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I,
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is pierced near the balance, very evidently for a thong to
prevent loss, and the curiously shaped blade is so shaped
and edged as to insure the infliction of a very severe wound.
Number 2 is the combination of sickle and bill referred
to previously, and number 3 the club or ?nacana. Number
4 is a pike which may be claimed as an ancestor of the
modern sword-bayonet, as it has a cutting edge in addition
to its point.

-

Plate XI, number I, shows one of the English-made
flint muskets which were imported into the Southwest,
the whole design and finish of the piece showing marked
advancement beyond the weapons of the Middle Period.
Number 2, a pistol of the same era as number 1, also shows
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the improvement in workmanship and design that a century or more had brought forth, though the dangers of
more graceful construction are shown by the broken frizzen.
Number 3 is a percussion or cap-lock shotgun, a piece in
which the charge, loaded still from the muzzle, was fired

by the hammer 2xplocling a bit of mercury fulminate contained in the head of a small copper cap that was fitted
upon the nipple shown at the breech of the gun.
Plate XII is really a continuation of Plate XI, showing
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a cap-lock pocket-pistol and a cap-lock blunderbuss, the
latter from the Borrowdale Collection and an exceptionally
fine specimen of gunsmithing. The dotted line along the
forestock gives a rough idea of the lower line of the barrel.
!.J

Plate Xln shows four examples of early cannon, the
first being a 16th century piece, unmounted, the second
a heavy gun of the same century on a field mount, the third
a 17th century piece and the last an 18th century example.
All are markedly heavy and clumsy, the chief item of dif-
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ference being that the diameter of the bore increases as
time goes on.
Plate XIV shows the contrast between the First and
Final Periods, each of the pieces shown been classed as
"light artillery" in its own century, the one above belonging to the 16th and the lower to the 19th. The first weighed
little over two hundred pounds including the carriage and
could be carried and operated by a crew of four men. The

6

second required a six-horse team and a gun crew of six to
eight men, gun and carriage weighing about two thousand
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pounds. The early piece had an extreme range of about
500 yards, the latter one of 2,000 with reasonable accuracy.
Elevation or depression of the first was obtained by sliding backward or forward the quoin~block indicated by the
arrow marked "A". In the second these operations ,vere
performed by a screw-mechanism which operated with
mathematical precision, besides which the gunner's judgment of sighting was assisted by instruments devised for
the purpose.
With the coming of the American, the Spanish influence in the Southwest soon vanishes, so far atleast as arms
and kindred articles are concerned, and with the American's devices of this nature \ve are not here concerned,
since they have been dealt with elsewhere and by more
capable hands. The story of the arms and equipment of
the Spaniard, however, is no more than opened by the
present discussion, and it is to be hoped that with the
searching of more manuscripts and the discovery and recognition of more actual early specimens it may some day
appear in the full and detailed fashion to which its importance entitles it.

